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ABOUT SUSTAIN SAKURA

Sustain Sakura – the company’s name was coined from a combination of the cherry blossom of 
Himalayas or the Japanese flower Sakura, which needs to be sustained for years due to 
environmental conditions.  The blooming of the cherry blossom trees is often considered a sign of 
good luck and prosperity. Notably, the delicate and fragile nature of the flowers reminds us to 
appreciate life's beauty and cherish the present moment. 

Sakura or cherry blossom, is a national flower of Japan.  It is a symbol of spring and renewal in many 
cultures, particularly in Japan, though short-lived. It is not only beautiful to watch, but it also holds 
deep cultural and historical significance. However, in recent years, the future of Sakura and such 
other species have come under threat due to environmental factors such as climate change and 
urbanization.  The mankind has an inevitable and prime responsibility to prevent such happenings, 
which also affects us and future generations.

SAFETY PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

SAFETY AUDITS
Conduct periodic safety audits and verify team's compliance

Check and advise hazardous material storage, preservation and

disposal, where applicable

Check conformance of Health Safety & Environment (HSE) system

to statutory regulations

Inspect adequacy of Personnel Protective Equipment (PPE)

Report observations/deviations for follow-up by client’s personnel

Verify implementation of corrective actions by client’s personnel

Prepare safety policy as per guidelines

Maintain updates in line with best practices-Industry/International

Review and advise on safety documentation, including reporting system

Develop safety manual for company-wide implementation 

Establish SOPs for implementation by company personnel



SAFETY TRAINING

Awareness on/off site 

Basic first aid 

Working at heights 

Confined space work  

Lock-Out/Tag-Out

Scaffolding practices

Hazardous material storage 

H2S gas monitoring

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

PROCUREMENT SERVICES
Green Procurement 

Support for Green pro certification

Procure-to-Pay (P2P) processes on project/company basis

Maintaining Approved Vendors Lists (AVLs)

Pre-bid support for EPC projects

Strategic global sourcing

Desk/Direct expediting of engineered packages

Arranging third-party inspection services

Project coordination

Pre-qualification support with oil/gas companies

Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) 

SEGMENTS

Manufacturing units

Chemical process industries

On-shore & Offshore oil/gas projects

Power plants

Warehouse units

Third-party service providers

Micro, Small, Medium Enterprises – Pan India 



CONTACT
Regd Office: No.6/8, Vinobaji Nagar, 8th St, Hasthinapuram, Chennai-600064.

info@sustainsakura.com www.sustainsakura.com+91 95976 91481

CITATIONS

“nraw;if mwpe;j filj;Jk; cyfj;J

,aw;if mwpe;J nray;”. (Fws;–637)”

“The best way to predict the future is to create it.” 

“Sustainability has to be a way of life to be a way of business”

The famous Indian Industrialist Anand Mahindra has remarked that

The great Tamil poet Thiruvalluvar who has lived about 2000 years 

back mentions the importance of sustainability and environment 

amidst technological developments and stresses the need  to prevent 

the planet from all negative impact, through the following couplet. 

Though you are acquainted with the (theoretical) methods (of 

performing an act), understand the ways of the world and act 

accordingly.

Peter Drucker who is regarded as the father of modern 

management said the below lines, which also aligns us with the 

concept of renewing the planet.


